FRENCH PROFESSOR

In describing a lecture which the French professor will give Wednesday, April 18, it was stated that the lecture would be held in the American Renaissance room and the subject of the lecture would be the French and Switzerland. Another lecture will be given today from 10:15 to 12:00 in the American Renaissance room.

Description Being Broadcasted

The Chemical Engineers Club at the Tech will hand out free literature concerning the chemical engineering profession to all students.

T. R. Montgomery's Description

Professor Prescott started with the history of the French Revolution, and then went on to the development of the industrial revolution. He emphasized the importance of education in the development of technology.

The studio is just off the radio lecture hall, and can be reached by following the signs that lead to the lecture hall.

T. A. Makes Last Trip

The last T. A. destination trip for the year was held last Saturday. The group started off at 8:30 a.m. from the Alumni building, and arrived at the Harvard-Yale game at 1:00 p.m.

Institute Men Neglect Classics—Like Radio and Aviation Magazines

The only "literature" for which the Chemical Engineers Club is interested is in the field of radio and aviation. According to the President, the only way to get to know these subjects is by reading the magazines that deal with these subjects.

Phosphorus Proud of First Six Color Cut in Tomorrow's Issue

The new offers of the T. D. A. as a substitute for coal are being broadcasted by the Tech Show 1923. The studio is in the basement of the Alumni building, and can be reached by following the signs that lead to the basement.

An audience that filled the second floor yesterday afternoon heard Dr. Prescott's lecture on the history of the French Revolution. According to a statement made by the French professor, the lecture dealt with the history of the French Revolution, and the development of the industrial revolution.